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ABSTRACT 
However, history shows that intruders often find new ways to attack and cause damage to computer systems and networks. 
Therefore, i consider that enabling a protection mechanism to learn from experience and use the existing knowledge of attacks 
to infer and detect new intrusive activities is an important and potentially fruitful. There are two kinds of networks, Wired and 
wireless. Wireless network are spreading in day to days life very vastly due to their usability. Due do their wireless medium of 
the, network is very vulnerable for privacy, security. Due to less battery backup the computations overhead with time also plays 
very critical role. As battery goes off the whole network also gets off. This work presents a less time complex technique for data 
aggregation in MANET. The EELPCDAID scheme provides less time complex, Energy Efficient, low communication and 
computation overhead during data aggregation. 
Keywords: Privacy, Security, Computational Overhead, Intrusion Detection. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The ultimate aim of that Intrusion detection system is as similar as watchful burglar alarm, when any attacker find a 
way to penetrate in our security perimeter, the IDS that is intrusion detection system is suppose to be off, as then the 
administrator can take possible revenge, It is but obvious that the attacker will not cop up with us, therefore as like in 
the cat burglar works as the stealth without being in contact. so we can assure that the all the computer hackers follows 
such kind of techniques so order to hide their existence and try to complete their tasks. 
In the last five years there is a major change regarding the security of the computer, lets have a start with java language 
and was being discovered in 1995 for the mobile code have a major contribution for the purpose of computer security. 
So many papers have been developed aiming towards the protection problems with the help of the programming 
languages. Then somehow, There  is a many-faceted topic, and protection and information flow address only a subset of 
the problems faced in building and deploying secure systems. As attackers and defenders are in an arms race, deploying 
a system with strictly static but incomplete security measures is doomed to failure: this gives the attacker the last move, 
and therefore victory. 
Formal methods, alone, are insufficient for building and deploying secure systems. Intrusion detection systems have 
been developed to provide an online auditing capability to alert the defender that something appears to be wrong. 
Unfortunately, most intrusion detection systems suffer from major problems as described in Section 2. We take a new 
approach to the problem that eliminates many of these drawbacks. 
Our approach reflects the system call trace by a program’s execution to be consistent with the program’s source code. 
We suppose that our program was being written with the help benign intent. This policy deals with attacks (like as 
buffer overflows) that makes the program to pretend in a way which is inconsistent by their author’s intention. These 
are the most prevalent security problems. Of course, some security problems are directly attributable to faulty 
application logic, such as programs that fail to check authentication information before proceeding, and one drawback 
of our intrusion detection system is like it couldn’t detect attacks exploit logic faults. Application logic bugs, Somehow, 
they started working on it by the application of buffer overflow problems and other vulnerabilities which will permit 
them for execution of arbitrary machine code of that attacker’s choice [1, 2], and it is the latter type of vulnerability 
where we are paying attention. 

2. INTRUSION DETECTION 
The main goal of IDS is to prevent the misuse of computer networks and systems. We are having several ways to 
explain IDSs .Here we concentrate on two factors: the observation of work process and the deployment of the IDS, even 
if, recently there is a completion of some work  [3] on alternative taxonomies. 
Taking  the former, We have  two classes :misuse detection and anomaly detection [4]. The misuse detection factor 
works on network and system activity for known misuses, usually take some sort of design- matching algorithm. 
In contrast, an anomaly detection factor depended results on  profile of normal network or system behavior, often 
constructed using statistical or machine learning methods. All these factor give their power and weaknesses. Misuse-
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based systems mostly offer less false positive rates but they are not capable of detecting novel or obfuscated attacks, 
which causes false negative rates.  Anomaly- based systems, are capable of detecting novel attacks but presently giving 
many false positives. This will create the inability in presently anomaly-based techniques to cope up with a fact that the 
actual world normal, legitimate computer network and system utilization have been change with time, that means any 
profile of normal behavior suppose to be dynamic [5]. Another distinction is taken based on placement of the IDS. In 
this way IDSs are being divided into host-based and network-based system s [6].  
Host based system are needed for the monitoring purpose as like data collection concern and monitoring purpose, the 
common operations of these factors are like log files, network traffic from and to the host, information’s running on the 
host, contrarily, network based IDS monitor from the host ,which generally works on a separate device  know as sensor. 
As usually here some have some advantages and disadvantages, as like the host depended system capable of 
determining only when an attack was being succeeded, can search the local attacks, privilege escalation attacks and 
encrypted based attacks, Somehow some system find very tough to arrange and manage it, at the time when the host 
looking for large protection. Further these processors are also not capable of finding the attack towards the multi target 
of those networks.  But network depended monitor is capable of monitoring big number of host with less managing 
cost. And capable of detecting the attacks from and to the multi hosts. But somehow they are not capable of dealing 
with the local or encrypted attacks. The hybrid system can give best secured abilities by incorporating with the host and 
network based elements and the system which deals against the multi source are also under process [7]. 

3.TYPES OF INTRUSION DETECTION  
There are two main types of Intrusion Detection Systems. 
3.1. Anomaly Detection  
Anomaly detection method works on the system general behavior like as kernel information, system logs event, 
network packet information, software running information and operation running information into the data base and 
store them, when any weird or destructive activity take place in the computer system which is different from the 
computer general behavior then a alarm starts ringing rapidly, this happens because of the change in the computer 
attitude, and due to this false-positive that is false alarm take place, all the intrusive activities which are not anomalous 
leads to the false negative[8] 
3.2. Signature Detection 
The storing of sequence of pattern take place in the Signature detection, its also known as misuse detection. When there 
is an attack by the attacker or sometimes like intrusion take place then the IDS will check the signature of the intrusion 
with the original signature which is already in the data base, If they matches the system gives an alarm. 

4.INTRUSION DETECTION AND PREVENTION SYSTEMS 
IDPS is a way of identifying the events take place in a computer system or network and observing  them for any kind of 
possible errors, which are  like violations or imminent threats of violations of computer security policies, acceptable use 
of policies or standard security practices and process of performing ID and attempting to stop detected possible 
incidents. 
4.1. Host Based Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (HIDPS) 
If we merge both IDS and IPS on a single host then it is known as a Host-based Intrusion Detection and Prevention 
System (HIDPS). Host-based Intrusion Detection and Prevention System (HIDPS) relates to processing data that 
originates on computers themselves, such as event and kernel logs. HIDPS can also monitor that which program 
accesses which resources and might be flagged. HIDPS also monitors the state of the system and makes sure that 
everything makes sense, which is basically a concept of anomaly filters. HIDPS normally maintains a database of 
system objects and also stores the system’s normal and abnormal behavior. The database contains important 
information about system files, behavior and objects such as attributes, modification time, size, etc. If any suspicious or 
anomaly behavior occurs then it generates an alarm and takes some appropriate response against detected threat or 
attack. 

5.RELATED WORKS  
Past work on intrusion detection was because of Anderson [10] and Denning [11]. Since ,It is now a very fast field. 
Most intrusion detection systems (IDS) are depended on one or two kind of techniques either they create a model of a 
program’s or system’s attitude from analyzing  its behavior on known inputs (e.g., [12]), or they need to build up the  
rule base (e.g., [13]). In these two cases, these systems look out  execution of the deployed program or system and bleow 
an alarm when the execution differ from the model. The present model-based approaches all have one same problem: a 
truly robust intrusion detection system must sort out that unique machine learning problem, a classic AI problem. That 
is, to prevent false alarms, the IDS must have the ability to conclude, with the help of statistical data, whether the 
present execution of the system is proper or not. The false alarm rate of current systems is a big error in practice [14]. 
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On the prevention side, general approaches like as key generation and management have taken in action to insure the 
authenticity and integrity of routing information. Zhou and Haas [15] introduced a routing protocol independent 
distributed key management service. This policy takes redundancies in the network topology to offer a responsible key 
management. The key idea is to utilize the keys with as many threshold ratio of compromised nodes to total nodes. 
Binkley [16] reported experiments on authentication of MAC and IP layers. Jacobs and Corson [17] proposed an 
authentication architecture where the emphasis is to build a hierarchy of trust in order to authenticate IMEP messages. 
The difficulties in realizing all these proactive schemes are: first, cryptography is relatively expensive on mobile hosts, 
where computational capability is comparatively restricted; second, since there is no central authority that can be 
depended upon, authentication is more difficult to implement; third, these schemes are only useful to prevent intruders 
from outside (external attacks) and are not useful when an internal node is compromised (internal attack). 
More recently, and independently, Tan, Killourhy, and Maxion provided a much more thorough treatment of the issue 
[18]. Their research shows how attackers can render 
host-based IDS’s blind to the presence of their attacks, and they presented compelling experimental results to illustrate 
the risk. In follow-up work, Tan, McHugh, and Killourhy refined the technique and gave further experimental 
confirmation of the risk from such attacks [19]. Their methods are different from those given in this paper, but their 
results are in agreement with ours. 

6.ENERGY EFFICIENT & LOW POWER CONSUMING DATA AGGREGATION METHOD FOR 
INTRUSION DETECTION IN MANET (EELPCDAID) 
The proposed work is all around Intrusion Detection System in Mobile Adhoc Network. There are various aspect of any 
intrusion detection system in MANET. Some of those main concerns are as follows: 

a. Energy Efficient system 
b. Data Aggregation 
c. Efficiency of IDS 

MANET is made of various nodes. Nodes are those mobile elements which are dynamic in nature of moving. Various 
nodes are divided into various clusters according to their geographical locations. First of all, proposed work collects the 
data for which those have meant. Then aggregated those data and send this aggregated data to base station. This 
process will preserve the energy while transmitting data to base station. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Data aggregation at various nodes for Intrusion Detection 

7.SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

We compared our proposed EELPCDAID method’s based on energy efficient data aggregation’sresult against the 
following benchmark:  

(1) Aggregation Ratio 

(2) Aggregated ratio versus time 

(3) Privacy Level 

(4) Security Level 

(5) Computational Overhead versus datasize 
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To measure the effectiveness and inference given by this method, we performed series of experiments. In it, we 
compared the effectiveness of proposed work, EELPCDAID,  with respect to system log dataset. To do so, we have 
implemented by MATLAB 7.7.   
System 
All the experiments were conducted on a PC, Dual-Core (3GMHz), with 2GB of RAM, running a Windows7 operating 
system. 
Data Sets 
The dataset which is required to perform the experiments is a web log dataset. This dataset is taken from the 
organization comdotzone. It is very know organization which works in various activities including research activities. 
They have provided their web log file for our research work. First of all the complete dataset is divided into 3 parts: 
First part contents 1/4th records, second part contents 1/2th number of records than complete dataset. Here we have 
considered 1/4th dataset for showing the result. 
Fig 2 shows the comparison between aggregation ratio of proposed work with base work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 2: Aggregation Ratio of proposed work with base work. 

  Fig 3 shows the comparison of privacy level of proposed work with base work 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 3: Privacy level of proposed work with base work. 

   Fig 4 shows the comparison of security level of proposed work with base work. 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4: Security level of proposed work with base work 
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Fig 5 shows the comparison of aggregation ratio v/s time of proposed work with base work. 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 5: Aggregation ratio v/s time of proposed work with base work. 
Fig 6 shows the comparison of Computational Overhead versus time of proposed work with base work. 
 

 

 

 

 
 

    Fig 6: Comparison of Computational Overhead versus time of proposed work with base work. 

8.CONCLUSIONS 
From the figure 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 show the performance of the proposed work on various parameters. 

(1) Aggregation Ratio 

(2) Aggregated ratio versus time 

(3) Privacy Level 

(4) Security Level 

(5) Computational Overhead versus datasize 

These figures show that the performance of the proposed work is far better than the existing work. 
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